Art Beyond The West (3rd Edition)
A major survey of the visual arts that lie outside the Western tradition. In this major survey of the arts of Africa, Western and Central Asia, India, Southeast Asia, China, Korea, Japan, the Pacific, and the Americas, author Michael Kampen-O'Riley presents the vast range of arts that lie outside of the Western tradition. Within a predominantly geographic and chronological framework, he explores the arts of these areas from pre-history to present day. The first dedicated survey of non-Western art, Art Beyond the West is amply illustrated and accessibly written.

Learning Goals
Upon completing this book, readers will be able to:

- To recognize regional and period styles.
- To understand styles in terms of the basic ideals around which they were created.
- See the connection between idea and form.
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**Customer Reviews**

This very dense text is so filled with facts that do not hang together in context that it is more a list than a book. Little context is given and I end up memorizing rather than understanding. Unfortunately, rote rather than thinking has become the norm in American Education, and this text fulfills that goal.

For a textbook this is not a bad book at all. In fact, I really enjoyed reading most of the book that was assigned.

good quality, speedy delivery
Thank you very much!

Rented for a art class prerec. Some really nice pictures and great info, I really liked the earlier chapters and yeah.
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